
FROGGIES TOKEN: Launched November 2021, is a project driven BY the 

community and FOR the community. With the right prioritization and 

investments, we are building and delivering unique and safe utility to the 

crypto meme coin space.  

 

The founders of FROGGIES token are experienced investors and 

community builders who, after seeing many new programs fall victim to 

rug-pulls and scams, decided to create their own fair, safe and transparent 

project:  

$FRGST Token. 

 

With over 35 years of combined team-experience in crypto, we have 

continued programming and delivering on our promises since our token’s 

inception. 

Our visual atmosphere is rooted in space, the ultimate destination for a 

better future.  Our goal, to be the first frogs on the moon… 

 

 

 

Investor security measures: BSC 

 • Locked Liquidity Pool 

    • 100% Fair Launch 

      • Team KYC- CertiK 

       • Partial team Doxxed 

                    • Tax cannot be set higher than 15% 

            • CertiK Contract audited 

        • 5 Verified Telegram  

 

 

Froggies Token BSC: 

 

Tokenomics:  



Max supply: 100T 40% Burned at launch 

Current Max Supply 58T 

 

Tax Structures: 

3% buy tax 

  

3% sell tax 

 

 

 

 

Froggies Token ETH  

 

 

Tokenomics: ETH 

 

Max Supply: 50,000,000,000,000  
 

Tax Structures: 

0% buy tax 

  

0% sell tax 

 

 

 

 

 

Partnership with CertiK 

 

In everything our developers create, we have our community in mind 

first.  Safe investing is our number one priority, and for this reason we 

continually partner with CertiK for audits on every contract we 



provide.  A top tier meme coin, with top tier security, your hard-earned 

investments will always be safe in your wallet, where they belong.  

 

Migration to Binance Smart Chain Contract 

 

We migrated to the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) to ensure a more 

stable liquidity pool and provide holders and investors with lower gas 

fees.  Broadening our utility functions on BSC has enabled our 

program to continually expand safety, without making our investors 

pay the bill with 500x lower gas fees for every network transaction. 

 

 

Launching an upgraded website 

 

The website right now is an updated visual interface to our FROGGIEVERSE.  

A community inspired rebrand was delivered parallel to our contract migration, 

adding a fantastic layer of graphic creativity which matches our future vision. 

 

Staking platform RICH RIBBIT release 

 

After months of programming we are extremely proud to have launched 

RICHRIBBIT.IO  With over 23% of the $FRGST supply already in the staking 

pool, we hold more locked liquidity and secure tokens while incentivizing our 

holders with long term rewards and high APR’s. The staking contract has been 

renounced and hard coded with no team withdraw function. Team cannot 

withdraw tokens. 

 

 

 
 

STELLAR INNOVATION 



 
FROGGIES FUTURE 

 
We are building on top of our new and audited BSC contract with a multi 

layered entertainment platform where community members can play, compete 

and earn $FRGST through a multitude of online gameplay.  Besides safety, our 

main focus is Utility, where our token will both EARN and BURN:  A 

deflationary interstellar renaissance.  

 

NFT with galactic use-case 

 
We have released multiple NFT series which do not only have their value as 

visual art, but will act as a further layer of utility, opening up possibilities for 

their holders within our ecosystem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2024 Is Froggies year. 

We have already released two telegram bots for use across all groups.  

1. Cracker Jack: Is a Slot Machine Bot Integration that brings buys and 

entertainment to your telegram group. Already in use is over 160 groups  
 

Realsed our Dreamodyssey.io our NFT minting platform  
  
 

Also, in 2024 Froggies plans to: 
 

 

Launch FRGST on ETH  



bBridge from BSC to ETH  

Launch Froggiesfortune.com casino  

and more.... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team: 

Master of Token 

Founder/Core team 

 

Miss Froggies 

Co-founder/Core team 

 

Chopin 

 Core team/ Developer/Community/marketing/socials 

 

Caveman  
Core team/Community/marketing/socials 

 

Terminator 

Developer/Coding 

 

Froggies_Dev 

Developer/Marketing 

 

 

 

LINKS:  



 

websites  

https://www.richribbit.io 

https://www.froggiestoken.com 

 

Socials  

https://t.me/officialfroggiestoken 

https://t.me/FroggiesTokenAnnouncements 

https://twitter.com/notifications 

https://www.instagram.com/froggiestokenig/ 


